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To those who knit a world of tunnels to share

To those who love traditions

Out of  habit,  Vincent opened the curtains and checked for  strangers in her apartment.  His expression
relaxed when it  lit  on Catherine,  tenderly.  She sat,  almost in front  of  the balcony door,  so covered by
colorful balls and magazines that her negligee was barely noticeable; threads and papers had also spilled
on the floor and onto her feet. 

She leaned over a magazine and all of a sudden, she held it up, turning it around and tilting her head to
one side, as if she didn’t know how to read it. Her frown and her tired expression, as well as their Bond,
spoke of frustration.

Vincent tapped on the French doors, and she raised her eyes, offering him the shadow of a smile; a ray of
joy infiltrated her spirit. Even so, she didn’t stand to welcome him.

“Come in,” she suggested, and went back to the paper.

The gentleman hesitated in the threshold, but then he came in with long, elegant strides. His bright gaze
missed no detail; the materials laying disorderly were knitting supplies, certainly not a hobby in which she
often  indulged.  Catherine  felt  his  inquiring  gaze.  Not  raising  her  eyes  from  the  images  -  inertia  and
tiredness, more than concentration - she explained:

“Mary told me Father’s birthday is next week. I know how proud he is, and how little he appreciates my…
monetary resources… intruding Below. I understand he thinks it wrong to ask too much from the Helpers,
but…”

“You are… more than a Helper,” his male voice vibrated.

Catherine’s chest filled with pride, and the shadow of a smile insinuated onto the gentleman’s face.

“The bonds joining us are stronger… than friendship… and love… Father knows nothing of  our path,”
Vincent continued, “and he is afraid.”

“Anyway,  I  want  to give him some… keepsake… some proof  of  my affection;  and if  there is no other
way…”

“You thought of creating something with your hands.”

“Yes.”

Vincent sat by her side, gracefully, the picture of power and control. Catherine perceived the move and
turned to look at him, appreciating once again what she had in him. It was incredible how his presence,
imposing beyond his size, filled the space - and everything else became insignificant.

When he turned and leaned towards her, Catherine's eyes looked golden in the firelight. The effect was
hypnotic. Yet, he managed to ignore her charms.

“I see you need help. Do you want me to show you how to start?”

He saw her eyes widen in surprise.

“Do you know how to do this?”

“Handicrafts are a way of life Below. Though my tasks aren’t directly related to this, when I have some free
time, I do go to the knitters’ chamber and entertain them with my reading.”



Silently, Catherine passed the pattern she had chosen. Vincent took it carefully and studied it for a moment
with concentration, as if it were a map.

“This is a hard one,” he commented appreciatively, “but everything is possible, with persistence.”

His hands, fingers tipped by sharp, hard nails, looked enormous and grotesque over the fragile thread, and
Catherine was surprised to see him manoeuver the needle gracefully.  At his warning, she watched the
movement. Vincent was showing her the steps - the essentials of how to start - and she took the needles
from his hands and added to the piece.

In a few moments, she was holding a long chain which started to widen. It was like magic. By following the
pattern, an almost invisible thread became fabric, and repetition felt like a kind of choreography. Everything
was identical, yet created something different.

When they decided it was enough for one night, Catherine organized the materials and walked him to the
balcony. There was nothing in her but peace.

“Do you like knitting?”

“I respect it,” he said. “The work is precious: delicate and elegant as a snowflake. And every single one of
the tiny stitches, that are nothing in themselves, contains a dream or a wish for the person for which it’s
meant.”

“You speak as if it had power.”

Vincent turned to her gracefully, his face relaxed, almost smiling.

“It does.”

For days, Vincent visited her, and each time they sat together. While she knitted, he delighted her ears
with stories - from books or improvised - leaving her hands and eyes free to work. With growing admiration,
Vincent discovered that, although it was more difficult, Catherine adored knitting in firelight: it spoke to her
about intimacy and something valuable being created with love.

Later that week, Catherine discovered knitting could also be utterly boring, and the fact that the dramatic
satisfaction of the beginning didn’t repeat itself, filled her with frustration. Sometimes, she even thought of
giving up, buying something handmade at some fair. With some luck, Father wouldn’t ask. Anyway, beyond
the goal, by working she had obtained something treasured: Vincent’s company, his closeness, the sound
of his voice, his contact. 

Sometimes, while taking a break, when she felt the most exhausted, Vincent stood behind her back, and
his gentle hands pressed the tense muscles with fingers always soft,  causing less pain than pleasure.
Often, the man took in one hand the nascent textile, touching it with delight, and delicately, as if it were
precious, and the admiration Catherine saw in his eyes was prize enough.

Stitch by stitch… stitch by stitch…

The work took longer than expected, but it was completed in time for the celebration. At the moment of the
last stitch, Vincent looked at her with pride and whispered: “Well done,” with a firm voice. 

Catherine felt as if she had just fulfilled the biggest goal of her life.

After the forced position, which had made her sweat, the fresh breeze of the balcony felt so good on her
skin that it made her close her eyes. Vincent’s hand at her waist guided her to the balustrade, until she,
blindly, and mainly from experience, managed to get her hands on the ledge. The muscles of her neck and
arms hurt as if she wasn’t used to working with them – but of course, writing was a different kind of work.
Today, though, she had barely exhausted herself.

“I’m glad I persisted.”

Vincent watched her, and after a moment he tilted his head to one side in that touching gesture of his when
he listened.

“I’m not used to handiwork, so I was tempted to give up.”

“You have been brave,” he praised her.



“I hope Father likes it…”

“The result is beautiful. But above all, it’s the fact that it has been made with your hands.”

They went silent, watching the horizon, from where the moon seemed to smile on them.

“Knitting is somewhat like life,” Catherine thought aloud. “Stitch by stitch, day by day… Sometimes tedious,
but always… learning… and giving the best…”

She tried to meet his gaze, to get her professor’s approval. Vincent was silent, eyes fixed in a star, maybe
looking for words. At last, he turned to her.

“I imagine it's like a relationship,” he explained, his grave voice thrilling in the night. “You can always chose
if you will go on, if it’s worth it… and how you willgo on – and what shape you want to give it…”

“A relationship requires two people…,” Catherine pointed out.

“Nonetheless, it’s inside of each one of them, and each one decides. Each one is responsible for a part of
it… the way I started to show you the first stitches, and took the needles from your hands every time you
didn’t know how to continue.”

“You are right. Each stitch would be a decision to make.”

“At the end, if you have worked well - or even if not, something beautiful has been created.”

They were now face to face. Again, Vincent appreciated how small this woman was, and how strong her
presence, how big the changes she had made in his life. Incredible… such a thin, pale shape… so much
like a child… so vulnerable… and so capable of  making his blood race,  or surprising him in the most
unexpected of moments.

“And our fabric, Vincent… is it beautiful?”

For once, he smiled with all of his heart, blue eyes clearer with joy. Catherine was stunned by his gesture,
to the point in which she almost didn’t listen to his words.

“Truly. Your fabric of dreams has prevented my falling into the abyss of loneliness.”

He took her hand and put it to his lips, not kissing it, in a grateful gesture. Yet, from where his breath
brushed her skin, a thrill was born and traveled through her.

“Then, I’m not giving up.”

Her vow surrounded them, and the irises of the leaning man gazed at her from under his golden eyebrows.

“Me neither.”

END


